
Subject: ICT Meeting 24.3.10 
 
Status: Not Started 
Percent Complete: 0% 
 
Total Work: 0 hours 
Actual Work: 0 hours 
 
Owner: [section 40(2) – FOIA] 

Server room/Switch Room  

‘buildings’ approach to the ICT provision or if each service is providing their own.  

Is one service leading on the ICT provision?  

Currently schools IT is not supported by corporate IS. Also, what will the situation be with 
telephone provision? We would want 100mg line to the building. 

One problem that could arise is where the comms lines come into the building? If each partner is 
organising their own comms, then there could be unnecessary entry points to the building. Also, 
are there going to be multiple comms rooms? These will need air conditioning and fire 
suppression. 

We would also want to use schools access to London grid for learning.  

It’s likely that we would need to have the WiFi for both public and staff but would we be 
organising that for the whole building?  
Brief/Plan that defines our requirement and who will be responsible for what by 1.4.10?? 
 
[section 40(2) – FOIA] availability next week ….  
 
Server room - increase 
LGFL into the building 
Do we put in a separate corporate line 
Public/private wifi - [section 40(2) – FOIA]/ [section 40(2) – FOIA] speak to LGFL about how they 
link up and can they support public wifi.  
Private piece if more difficult because it is usually a corporate line. SAP, private wifi and links to 
coporate network.  
Libraries staff need to be able to access network but could they use citrix or vpn  
Shared drive, coporate email, SAP if they are line managers and self service.  
Corporate telephony can be delivered through lgfl 
Library - min 100mg line 
Can library just be a school site, lgfl site - will corpoate be happy for us to link in via citrix or vpn??  
Ensure the private network has different key so they don't get kicked off.  
Library server - hosted at Hendon. Hendon has an lgfl line but issue is corporate 
IS are unhappy with the access .. Tension between public/private. How is that 
being accessed? 
[section 40(2) – FOIA] speak to [section 40(2) – FOIA]/ [section 40(2) – FOIA] about this.  
 
Funding - Children's Service 18K a year - pay difference of 13K 
100K - 10K initial set up (paid by project), Children's Centre pay 4 may be able to 
squeeze something out of Acorn.  
 
Support model - Libraries, IS will likely continue. CC? Will coproate support 



them? 
 
Wifi - same across builing but how it is divided up and managed is another 
discussion. If only LGFL then we would have two Wifi networks which everyone 
would use. But someone would have to be responsible for managing the wifi. 
Who supports both parts. Makes sense to look at economies of scale and join 
things up if they can.  
 
Question 1 - [section 40(2) – FOIA]/Mgmt System 
Question 2 - Agreement by Corpoate IS 
Question 3 - Aprroval by services 
 
Brief to include - telephony, swithces, phone system, etc.  
 


